ISOC SW Update

- **SW release 1 preparations**
  - Trending
    - Overall database review and clean up
    - Adding support for different timezones in addition to default of UTC
  - FASTCopy monitoring web pages
    - Now includes both outgoing and incoming FASTCopy transfers
    - See [http://glast03.slac.stanford.edu:8080/FCWebView](http://glast03.slac.stanford.edu:8080/FCWebView)
  - Testing
    - Continued adding content to acceptance test procedures
    - Tested GSSC-ISOC exchange of mission planning files (ST15b) → no anomalies found
    - Created Access DB for managing requirements, test procedures, etc.
  - Schedule
    - 9 May: SW dev done, Accep testing started
    - 24 May: Accep testing and SW release 1 done
    - Late May or early June: Engineering tests with MOC
    - late June or early July: GRT 2
    - Other GRTs to slip some
    - Launch at end of Aug 07

- **Recruiting**
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